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In ray-tracing, as the ray returns towards the eye (after recursion), the incoming light b is used at translucent surface 1 in its lighting equation. The final color of the ray is the sum of all 
direct lighting computation at surface 1: color a, and the transmitted color of the returning ray: t(b). t(b) depends on the transmissive coefficient of surface 1 and the angles between the 
incoming ray and the surface normal. The final color is a + t(b). 

For the rasterization pipeline, how do we compute a+t(b) in surface 1 fragment shader, instead of overwriting? The angle between the ray and the light at surface 1 is known. If b could be 
read from the frame-buffer, we could compute t(b) as b |n•v| 𝝰 to find the transmitted color, where 𝝰 is the specular transmissive coefficient of the fragment, and v is the direction to Eye.

On the other hand, if surface 2 comes later than surface 1 in rendering order, we can still make this work as long as t and a and for surface 1’s fragment are stored in the frame-buffer, and 
fetched by surface 2’s fragment shader. Of course reading in fragment shader is not quite done, but Raster Ops  can accomplish the same thing.

It is not uncommon to ignore the |n•v| part and simply produce a + 𝝰b.
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In rasterization pipeline, surfaces 1 and 2 are rendered in an arbitrary 
order. For opaque surfaces the nearest object (surface 1) overwrites the 
color b if  surface 1 comes later. Or, surface 2 comes later and fails the Z-
test, and discards the fragment. To supports transparency we do a+t(b)?
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Alpha Blending

Color = s

Color = d

Final color in FB 
= f(s, d)

Opacity = 𝛼s

Opacity = 𝛼d

Recall that raster pipeline allows storing of an 𝝰 value along with R, G, B in the frame-buffer. Similarly, the fragment can produce (R,G,B,𝝰). In the context 
of transparency computation 𝝰 is called the opacity value.

The fixed function hardware of OpenGL allows a linear interpolation between (R,G,B) produced by the fragment and (R,G,B) in the frame-buffer, controlled 
by their respective 𝝰 values. On the right are three example set-ups.
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 Ignoring light attenuation as before



See Functions

" glEnable(GL_BLEND) 
" glBlendEquation(GL_ADD) 
" glBlendFunc(sfactor, dfactor) 

" sfactor and dfactor are vectors 
" Rfactor, Gfactor, Bfactor, Afactor 

" Also see: glBlendColor
4

Blending is set up on the client through OpenGL library functions. Source s stands for the current fragment’s output. Destination d stands for the color 
buffer the fragment shader outputs to. (Can one add refraction? Not easily. Many have tried with limited success. The main idea is to put layers in the 
texture and blend with locations slightly offset from the pixel. The amount of offset depends on the amount of refraction and the difference in the depths 
of the blended objects. We will ignore refraction here.)
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" glBlendEquation(GL_ADD) 
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4

dcolor  = sfactor * scolor  +  dfactor * dcolor 



Order Dependent

" Suppose: d’ = αs s + (1-αs) d 

" Examples: αA= 1, αB = 0.4 

A B

A B
A after B:                       

d' = 1*CA+(0)*CB

B after A:                      
d' = 0.4*CB+(0.6)*CA

Blending is of course order-dependent. If two fragments are shaded in different order at a pixel, a given blend function can produce different results. This 
is not what we want for transparency. In fact, we might adjust the Blend equation to ensure that the correct value is computed for either order, but we 
must know the order. Also, when more then two fragments land up at the same pixel, one cannot adjust for 3! or more possible orders.



Order Dependent

The way to do this right in a raster pipeline is to ensure that all fragments are sorted back to front (or front to back with an adjusted blend function). 
Sometimes it may be possible to  sort the polygons for each camera position (i.e., each frame), but not always. There may NOT be a consistent order of 
polygons so that they are sorted, say, far-to-near at every pixel. Consider the example n the next slide.



Order Dependent

Here we blend the first quad with background



Order Dependent

Even if  each quad has an opacity of  0.5 

Here we blend the first quad with background



Ordering Triangles?
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In such cases the triangles may be sub-divided into smaller triangles to prevent such occlusion cycle. This can get cumbersome, but is often the route 
taken for some applications. We will return to this topic shortly.



Ordering Triangles?
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Alpha Textures

(courtesy Mark Harris)

(Beam-Runner Hypercross)

Adding alpha values to the texture opens up a wide array of possibilities. Volume rendering, cloud rendering, are some common applications. Rendering 
must still be “back to front.” Let’s see one way to do this at the pixel level, without sorting all polygons.



Multiple Depths Per Pixel

" Instead of  over-writing Z, append 
fragment Z to a multi-depth Z buffer 
" A small number of  fragments can be 

reasonably handled 
" At the end the Z values can be sorted 

for each pixel 
" and colors combined  

" Multiple pass for multiple Z 
" Each pass draws the next nearest at 

any given pixel 
" Hardware has some support for this

It is common to use smart object-space triangle sorting for performance heavy applications. But multi-pass algorithms also work well in practice. We will 
develop the idea in the next slide. These algorithms are generally referred to as order-independent transparency. This only means that the object-space 
sorting is not applied, and transparency result is independent of the order in which triangles are sent down the graphics pipeline. Transparency 
computation is still order-dependent.



Mammen’s Algorithm
" Allocate Buffer 1 and Buffer 2 

" Color (C1, C2) and Depth (Z1, Z2) 
" Render opaque primitives into C1,Z1 
" Set Z2 depth test to 

" pass for greater Z (farther fragment) 
" Repeat 

" Clear C2 and Z2 (to closest Z, usually 0) 
" Rasterize all translucent primitives into C2+Z2 

" Write if  Fragment-Z < Z1 (read from texture) 
" Fragment-Z in front of  Z1 
" This test is in addition to the regular depth test  
" Blend C1 color to fragment-Color, write to C2 

" Swap (C1, Z1) and (C2, Z2) 
" Until no pixel is updated

This algorithm is also called ‘depth peeling,’ as if each layer of depth (independently at each pixel) is rendered — or peeled — one at a time. The main idea 
is to rely on raster operations, in particular Z textures, to render. Multiple passes of rendering are required, but with a modified Z-test. Draw all opaque 
polygons first in the regular manner. Then draw the translucent polygons, but in a manner that the furthest fragment passes. Of course, the furthest 
fragment may be further than the opaque polygon. We use two Z-buffers — main buffer (2) and another (1) as a Z texture. After each pass, the Z-buffer of 
the previous pass become Z-texture for the next pass. 

Now, the furthest transparent fragment can be rendered at each pixel by inverting the depth test, but depth passes subject to Z being closer than the Z 
texture value at that pixel. (Recall Z-texture at the second pass is the Z of the nearest opaque object at each pixel.)

Z-buffer of the second pass becomes a Z-texture for the third pass. Again, the logic is the same. Render into Z the furthest fragment, subject to their 
being closer than the Z-texture. This time Z-texture at any pixel either has the same opaque depth as the last pass, or the depth of the furthest 
translucent object. This ensures that only the second-furthest transparent fragment passes at each pixel. And so on it goes.

Note that multiple writes to C2,Z2 can occur, but only the furthest fragment which in front of Z1 survives. For each write, the color of the fragment is 
blended afresh with C1 and put into C2.

How do you know to terminate, i.e., no pixel was updated? Sometimes you just know the maximum depth complexity — how many translucent object 
overlap on screen. It is also possibly to read frame-buffer on the client and check each pixel. That is expensive, but check out Occlusion query.



Reflection in Plane

" Linear transformation 
" Review transformations 
" Specular reflection 

" Can be per fragment 

" Two pass rendering 
" Render original geometry 
" Render reflected geometry 

" But the mirror may be a triangle 
" Or a polygon 
" Assume designated reflectors
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Simple planar reflections are also easy in the raster pipeline. The basic idea is to render the object AND its reflection. The reflection rendering simply has 
an additional reflection-matrix multiplied before the world matrix. That’s all. Well not quite. There are complications.

1. The mirror is not usually the entire plane, but an area — a triangle, rectangle, or a polygon. Not all parts of the scene will be reflected. P1’s reflection (on 
ray2’s pixel) should not appear if the mirror is shortened. 

2. Reflections is two sided. Mirror is usually one sided. If the object is behind the mirror it should not reflect.
3. If the eye is behind the mirror, no reflection should be visible.
4. The reflection matrix changes the orientation of triangles. Clock-wise triangles become counter-clockwise. This could defeat back-face culling.

These problems have simple solutions.
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Solving Basic Issues

" No reflection drawing if  Eye behind mirror 
" Client-side check 

" Use gl_ClipDistance to clip against the mirror 
plane for the reflection’s rendering 
" Object behind the mirror should not be reflected 

" Invert glFrontFace To perform back-face 
culling  
" Polygon orientation changes on reflection 

" Render the mirror after the reflections and 
before the objects (color to blend) for depth 
" Reflections behind the mirror should appear 
" Objects behind the mirror should not

12

Let’s handle the most simple one first. Eye being behind the mirror is a simple client-side check that can abort the entire reflection drawing and save 
pipeline time. If eye is in front of the mirror, all reflection must be behind the mirror. Clip reflections that are too closer to the eye than the mirror. (Look 
up gl_ClipDistance.) 

If the mirror is to be drawn, it needs to be determined how it should appear. Maybe, the reflected color should blend with mirror color. Maybe, a filter can 
be applied to blur the reflections (a texture based pass would be required). Even if the mirror does not need to explicitly impact color, it should be drawn 
to hide real objects immediately behind the mirror (but potentially in front of a reflection). The mirror should be drawn after the reflections. The set-up is 
on the next slide.

The reflection’s projection must be within the projected extent of the mirror. We can use stencil to eliminate reflections outside the extents of the mirror. 
Except, we also want to use mirror for stencil reflections (see later). Mirror needs to be drawn before the reflections for that! Details in following slides.



Rendering Passes

1. Set up stenciling 
2. Pre-multiply World matrix with Reflection matrix 
3. Draw scene 

" These are the reflected objects 
" glEnable(GL_CLIP_DISTANCE0); // client-side 
" VS: gl_ClipDistance[0] = dot(mirrornormal,vertpos); 
                                                    // In camera coordinates. Unit mirror normal 

4. Restore World matrix for VS 
5. Draw mirror, write Z, disable color 

" glColorMask( 0, 0, 0, 0 ) 
" Or set up alpha blending  

6. Render rest of  the scene (no mirror) 
" Restore glColorMask(1, 1, 1, 1)

13

The clip distance output by vertex shaders are interpolated. Fragments with negative value are clipped. (In actual hardware implementation this could 
happen in clipping stage, and not after rasterization.) This means the mirror normal has to face towards the Eye. Camera space vertex position is also the 
positon-vector, and the dot produce provides the (negative) distance to it.



Stencil Setup 

1. Enable stenciling 

2. Set stencil to always fail, but write 1 for each 
fragment (Color/Z also disabled) 

3. Render the mirror normally 

4. 1 in stencil means produce fragment, 0 means 
discard 

5. Render scene with reflection matrix 

6. Turn off  stencil buffer 

7. Render mirror again writing Z only 

8. Render rest of  the scene normally
14

The stenciling for where the mirror is simple enough. First draw where the mirror would be on screen, only writing to the stencil buffer. One-bit buffer 
would suffice. No color and Z are written. The next step is  to draw the reflection of each object. Only the reflections within the bounds of the mirror stencil 
would be drawn with a clipDistance of mirror’s plane. This would ensure that all “reflections” closer than the mirror would be clipped out. The mirror is 
drawn next, ensuring that the mirror’s depth is written. Mirror is always closer than the reflections drawn (due to clipping). Mirror rendering could also 
write color (maybe a highly specular shading), if that color is alpha-blended with the reflection color. Finally, the real objects are drawn — objects behind 
the mirror will be hidden (even if they are in front of the reflection); everything else will be drawn as usual.
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glEnable(GL_STENCIL_TEST);
glClearStencil( 0 );  
glClear( GL_STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT );
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glStencilFunc( GL_NEVER, 1, 1 ); // Always fails, Ref := 1
glStencilOp(GL_REPLACE, GL_REPLACE, GL_REPLACE); 
                                                                 // Write 1 on fail
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glStencilFunc( GL_EQUAL, 1, 1 ); // Pass is SB == 1
glStencilOp(GL_KEEP, GL_KEEP, GL_KEEP); 
                                                       // Always retain old SB value
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glDisable( GL_STENCIL_TEST );
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